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 Nos. 37-38.] MAN. [1908.

 yuniin na kayar, your native place beycnd the sea, In particles ending with a vowel,

 the a is generally replaced by t: yunit, up the river; yunz se yar, imiy house up the
 river; yud5t, down the river; yudo Kaltag, down the river at Kaltag. As the particles

 ending in tsen may drop the final n, they are capable of the same modification, and we

 have yun5tsfet, on the other side of the river, perfectly equivalent to yun5tsfena; se
 tootset or se tootsncna, behind me, &c.

 In other cases the use of emphatic a with a particle seems to be almost exclusively

 a matter of euphony.

 In the lower dialect the nioun-forminig suffix, e, is often replaced by a; and there
 exists a special interrogative particle a or 'a. Neither of these should be mistaken for

 the emphasizer a.

 ? 2. The Emphasizer yzt'

 The yu is properly emphatic, although, as will soon be explained, it is also used as

 a pliiralizer. When used as emphasizer it implies that much stress is laid on the word

 which it affects, and about corresponds to expressions like " inideed," " to be sure,"
 " undoubtedly," &c. Thus: si-yu, I indeed; nezun-yu, assuredly it is good; naratt'anyu,
 most certainly I saw it.

 In the negative obligative of verbs, a tense used as prohibitive, the yu occurs

 together with the a, which it follows. The strong accent on the yu then absorbs

 altogether the slight one which accompanies the a, and it requires a practised ear to

 detect even the presence of the c. Thus: kenuirF7'iha`yil, ruritse'tayuc, do not steal, dlo
 not lie, are commonly heard as: keniuruihyu, rurutsetyu. The a is so slight in these

 forms that even the softening of the preceding consonant is omitted, and we say

 rurutsetayu, where we ought to have: rurutsWdayu. The more correct speakers,

 however, soften the consonant when they pronounce slowly. But if the a which

 precedes the yu lhas been previously assimilated to a foregoing vowel, it preserves its.
 distinct individual utterance, though very short: yet ne-ruyo'oy, do not go there.

 In the extreme upper dialect the negative of the obligative does not receive the

 emphasizer yu, but takes instead of it the adverb suu.

 ? 3. The Emphasizer ra.

 The ru is properly a suffix denoting time or place, which accidentally serves the

 purpose of an emphasizer after a verb. When it occurs pleonastically, not beinig called
 for by the grammatical requirements of the sentence, it serves only to accentuate the
 word to which it is connected, and cannot be analysed but as an emphasis word. E.g., in

 constructions like these: Dzanyit rulan ru, it being Sunday, to mean: "because it is.
 Sunday," or " though it is Sunday"; keintanr-u, you having some, i.e., although you
 have some (of the things you refuse to give me), &c.

 In the lower dialect the suffix tsen is often used in the same way.

 The emphasizers, although their vowel is short, are alwayse accented, the accent
 being accompanied by a slight elevation in the voice. The yu is much more strongly

 accented than either of the other two. J. JETTE.

 England: Archaeology. Bullen.
 Polished Stone Implements from Harlyn Bay. By the Rev. R.

 Ashington Bullen, F.L.S. UU
 On December 17th, 1907, I exhibited at the Institute two specimens about the

 finding of which there can be no mistake. Colonel Bellers bought the site of the
 Prehistoric (late Celtie) burial ground from Mr. Mlallett in 1906. Colonel Bellers"
 sister-in-law was searching in the hank at the west side on July 14th, 1906, and
 (tho-ugh ignorant of the importance of her find) dug out, at a depth of about 15 feet,
 from the top of the section, close to the site of the slate-built wall where the flattened
 skeletons (probably a foundation sacrifice) were found in 1900, a polished slate needle
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 (Fig. 1), and later a polished amulet, probably of serpentine, whi(h bears a resem-

 blance to the outline of a human eye, bevelled on both sides round the artificial hole

 (Fig. 2). The slate is of a close and even texture, and of a dark colour, foreign to

 the Trevose district, so far as workers in local buiilding materials know.
 The amulet is the

 first find of the sort, but
 the slate needle is the fifth
 polished stone implement
 from this district, one
 being in the Museum of
 the Victoria University,

 Owen's College, Manches-
 ter, three in the possession
 of the present writer, and
 one, now figured, belong-
 ing to Colonel Bellers, at
 Harlyn Bay Museum.

 As I stated at the
 Royal Archaeological In-
 stitute in July 1904, "no

 one would rejoice more

 " than I if the whole dis-
 " trict were taken in hand

 " and scientifically explored:" in a year or two it will be built over and the chance
 lost. One thing is quite certain, the implements mentioned are of human workman-
 ship; those that know the district and the site are convinced of their bona fides,
 and I will close this brief notice in the words of Dr. Haddon, F.R.S., in a letter, I
 believe, to the Royal Cornwall Gazette in April 1905:-

 " The most important

 point in connection with

 this site is the occurrence

 of objects made of a close-
 grained black slate. Two

 perforated awl- or bodkin-
 like objects have been
 found which were brought
 to a fine point; another
 is a pointed object, which
 appears to have been de-
 finitely worked and may

 have served as a dagger;

 other pointed objects have
 been found which could be
 used for piercing holes in
 skins. Mr. Mallett . .

 has been wise enough to collect both likely and unlikely forms, as at present we are
 in the stage of amassing evidence; in a short time it will be possible to sift this
 evidence and to eliminate the artificial from the natural forms. These slate objects
 constitute a problem that archeuologists have not yet seriously tackled. When these
 finds have been adequately studied, Harlyn Bay will probably become one of the
 'classical' spots of British arclieology." R. ASHINGTON BULLEN.
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